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Abstract
Programmable control of the inductive electric field enables advanced operations of reversed-field
pinch (RFP) plasmas in theMadison Symmetric Torus (MST) device and further develops the
technical basis for ohmically heated fusionRFP plasmas.MST’s poloidal and toroidalmagnetic fields
(Bp andBt) can be sourced by programmable power supplies (PPSs) based on integrated-gate bipolar
transistors (IGBT). In order to provide real-time simultaneous control of bothBp andBt circuits, a
time-independent integratedmodel is developed. The actuators considered for the control are theBp
andBt primary currents produced by the PPSs. The control system goal will be tracking two particular
demand quantities that can bemeasured at the plasma surface (r=a): the plasma current, Ip∼Bp(a),
and the RFP reversal parameter, F∼Bt(a)/Φ, whereΦ is the toroidal flux in the plasma. The edge
safety factor, q(a)∝Bt(a), tends to track F but not identically. To understand the responses of Ip and F
to the actuators and to enable systematic design of control algorithms, dedicated experiments are run
inwhich the actuators aremodulated, and a linearized dynamic data-drivenmodel is generated using
a system identificationmethod.Weperform a series of initial real-time experiments to test the
designed feedback controllers and validate the derivedmodel predictions. The feedback controllers
show systematic improvements over simpler feedforward controllers.

1. Introduction

The reversed field pinch (RFP) is a toroidalmagnetic confinement configuration that has the potential to achieve
an ohmically heated and inductively sustained steady-state fusion plasma. In contrast to the tokamak
configuration, the RFP ismagnetized primarily by plasma current. Themagnetic equilibriumhas low safety
factor, ∣ ( )∣ q r a R2 0, allowing the current density and ohmic heating to bemuch larger than for a tokamak
plasma of the same size andmagnetic field strength [1]. Furthermore, the RFP plasma exhibitsmagnetic
relaxation that is subject to conservation ofmagnetic helicity [2, 3]. This allows the possibility for usingAC
magnetic helicity injection, also called oscillating field current drive (OFCD), to sustain a steady-state plasma
current using purely AC inductive loop voltages [4, 5]. An ohmically heated and inductively sustained plasma
could greatly simplify a toroidalmagnetic fusion reactor by eliminating the need for auxiliary heating and non-
inductive current drive.

Key to achieving a steady-state, ohmically heatedRFPwill be advanced, programmable control of the
poloidal and toroidal fieldmagnets and their power supplies. Programmable power supplies are used inmany
fusion experiments, but the RFP has the special challenge of large powerflowbetween the poloidal and toroidal
magnetic field circuits via nonlinear relaxation processes regulated by the plasma. This is particularly acutewith
OFCD,wheremegawatts of reactive power oscillate between the circuits and regulated by the plasma [6]. Precise
phase control of the AC toroidal and poloidal inductive loop voltages is essential forOFCD.
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The relaxation process appearing in RFP plasmas happens through nonlinear interactions of tearing
instabilities that causemagnetic turbulence, which tends to degrade energy confinement. This turbulence
decreases with increasing plasma current and commensurate higher plasma temperature, but it is still uncertain
if energy confinement scalingwill be sufficient to reach ohmic ignition. Inductive pulsed parallel current drive
(PPCD) control shows that the RFP plasma can achieve similar confinement to a tokamak of the same size and
magnetic field strengthwhen tearing instabilities are reduced [7, 8]. The self-organized, quasi-single-helicity
(QSH) regime that appears spontaneously in high current RFPplasmas also has improved confinement from
reduced stochasticmagnetic transport [9].

An inductive controlmethod called self-similar ramp-down (SSRD) has been shown theoretically to
completely stabilize tearing in theRFP [10], but the required inductive programming is yet to be demonstrated
in experiments. In SSRD, bothBp(t) andBt(t) are ramped downusing simultaneous programming of both
circuits at a characteristic rate somewhat faster than the plasma’s natural L/R time. This inductively sustains a
tearing-stablemagnetic equilibriumhaving constant q(r)without the need for dynamo relaxation and its
concomitantmagnetic fluctuations, whereas PPCD imparts a large change in q(r). Further, advanced inductive
control capable of transitioning betweenOFCD and SSRDprogramming on demand andwithminimal delay
could yield a hybrid, nearly-steady-state scenario that combines the advantages of efficient current sustainment
viaOFCD and stability control via SSRDusing robust inductive current drive [11].

The development of real-time programmability is essential to achieve such advanced inductive control for
anRFP plasma. Programmable power supplies are being developed for theMST facility, inwhich advanced
control scenarios can be deployed and tested. Partial power supplies exist for low-current operation, which are
used to begin the development of advanced control. Power supplies capable of high-current advanced inductive
control experiments inMST are presently under construction. Immediate advantages accrue, since inductive
control enables a wide range of new capabilities spanning the breadth ofMST’s fusion and basic plasma science
missions.

In a broader context, active control ofMHD instabilities is important formagnetically confined plasmas. For
example, in tokamak experiments, toroidal rotation is believed to have an important effect onMHDstability,
where altering the plasma profile and speed can increase the stability of tearing, kink/ballooning, and resistive
wallmodes (RWM) [12–16]. Feedback systems consisting of real-time computation, arrays ofmagnetic sensors
(tomeasure the toroidal angular plasmamomentum) and external actively actuated coils and beam injectors (to
drive or drag the rotation) have the potential tomaintain plasma stability which is an important factor in
avoiding disruptions in tokamaks [17, 18]. Physics-based feedback controllers have been successfully applied,
both in the tokamak community with the real-time control schemes based onRAPTOR [19], and in the RFP
community with the ‘cleanmode control’ technique for RMWstabilization in RFX-mod [20]. In the context of
the present work, two other prominent examples are classical controllers for Ip [21] and F [22] in RFX-mod.
Modern control theory approaches have been taken in bothRFPs and tokamaks, where advanced feedback
control algorithms have been used in RWMcontrol problems for different devices: [23, 24]for the EXTRAP
T2R andRFX-modRFPs and [25–27]for theDIII-D andNSTX tokamaks are good examples.

This paper reports thefirst systematic tests of real-time control of the programmable power supplies
presently available onMST. The initial focus is simultaneous control of the toroidal plasma current, Ip, and the
dimensionless reversal parameter, ( )( )p= FF B a aT

2 , whereBT(a) is the toroidalfield at the plasma surface,
andΦ is the toroidal fluxwithin the plasma. The reversal parameter tends to track the edge safety factor,

( ) ( )µq a B aT , butΦ is determined primarily by poloidal plasma current, since the applied toroidal field is small
for the RFP. Therefore, F is influenced by the nonlinear relaxation process occurring in the plasma and is not
simply proportional to circuit current in a power supply. Controlling F represents afirst step toward
understanding the influence of nonlinear effects in advanced control of the RFPmagnetic equilibrium.

Thework begins by building linearmodels through a system identificationmethod based on experimental
data, and then tests thesemodels on independent sets of experimental data. A systematic linear control theory
procedure is then used to design amodel-based controller which is eventually applied to theMSTdevice control
experiment through a fully integrated control software, here dubbed theMSTControl System (MCS).Wefind
that themodel-based feedback controllers show some aspects of improved performance relative to simple feed-
forward controllers, but thework reveals additional development is required to achieve the desired advanced
controllers.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data-drivenmodels to predictMST reversal
parameter F and plasma current Ip separately then simultaneously. Section 3 describes the general design of the
used controllers. Experimental results of F and Ip control are shown in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2. The data-drivenmodeling

TheMST facility [28]producesRFPplasmaswith current Ip<0.6MA. Itsmajor andminor radii areR0=1.5 m
and a=0.5 m respectively. For thework in this paper, low-current plasmas (Ip≈75 kA,Te≈60 eV, density
ne≈1×1019m−3)were studied using programmable switching power supplies [29, 30] attached to thepoloidal
field transformer and toroidalmagnet. These supplies presently have limited current capability, but upgrades
capable ofmuch larger current are under construction.The facility also produces low-current tokamakplasmas.

Waveforms for F(t) and Ip(t) in a typicalMSTdischarge are shown infigure 1. Thewaveforms are punctuated
by abrupt quasi-periodic events, called sawteeth. These events result from themagnetic relaxation process
related to tearing instabilities thatmaintain the current profile nearmarginal stability. Our designed controller is
not aiming to control the fast sawtooth dynamics but rather control the slower trend of F and Ip. Therefore
sawtooth dynamics will appear and affect our controlled results.

The basic idea of system identification is characterizing a dynamical system from sampled input and output
data [31].We assume that ourMSTdevice can be approximated by a linear time invariant (LTI) discrete-time
system.Convergence results show that it is possible, for a particular class ofmodels, to asymptotically obtain an

Figure 1.Experimental data (Shot# 1 161 209 010) exhibiting sawteeth effect on the dynamics of the reversal parameter F (a) and the
plasma current Ip (b). This shot is a standardMSTplasma produced using legacy non-programmable power supplies that attain an
approximate ‘flattop’using pulse-forming-network techniques.
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accurate LTI systemdescription as the size of the sample datasetN and themodel order n both goes to infinity,
butwith n/N vanishing [32].

Threemodels are constructed here: Afirst single input single output (SISO)model of the reversal parameter
F, a second (SISO)model of the plasma current Ip andfinally amultiple inputsmultiple outputs (MIMO)model
for the coupled dynamics of F and Ip. Eachmodel is going to have a corresponding controller and be applied in
real time experimentally to theMSTdevice. The schemes are depicted infigure 2. The procedures are detailed in
the following subsections.

2.1. TheFmodel
The collected data come from ahundred shots (estimation data set)where the input data (actuator) is the
primary current Itg of theBt programmable power supply and the output data (sensormeasurement) is the
reversal parameter F ranging from0 to−0.4. Figure 3 represents one example of the data collected. we can see
that up to the end of the plateau period (t=0.04 s), the dynamic shows a linear behavior. This will be the focus
of ourmodeling.

A system identification process was used to develop a linear state-space responsemodel to the system. This
model will then be used to design an optimal control law. The discrete linear state-space responsemodel can be
written of the form

( )
= +
=

+x Ax Bu

y Cx

,

, 1
k k k

k k

1

where the physical actuator value uk=Itg is the primary current at a certain iteration and themeasurement of
the systemoutput y=F is the corresponding reversal parameter. ( ) ( )Î ´A n nx x , ( )Î ´B n 1x , and ( )Î ´C n1 x

which respectively are called the dynamics, control and sensormatrices, identified through system
identification.

The subspacemethod [31] for state-spacemodel identification, part of theMatlab System Identification
Toolbox, was used tofind the optimal systemmatrices for a prescribed number of states nx (model-order) that
bestfitted the estimation data set. The optimal choice ofmodel-order was then found by identifying a set of
models for a small range of nx, simulating the identifiedmodels using the inputs from the validation dataset
(a different set of shots), and comparing howwell eachmodel predicted the output of the validation dataset.
Models with too lownumber of states fail to capture themain dynamics of the system,whilemodels with
excessive number of states overfit the noise in the estimation data set, degrading prediction of the validation
dataset.

A comparison of the outputs of the optimalmodel, whichwas found to be of the order of three, to the
validation data is shown infigure 4, showing good agreement in F (rootmean square error of 15%). The
benchmarking of themodel against several real data shots is a necessaryfirst step as thismodel will be used for
our control design testing. An exact plasmamodel is not amajor concern as feedback control can be performed
to tolerate errors in themodel. The key is to ensure that the Fmodel does not deviate drastically from the actual
time evolution in order to prevent control system instabilities fromdominating plasma physics dynamics.

2.2. The Ipmodel
The dedicated data come fromabout 50 shots where the input data (actuator) is the primary current Ipg of theBp
programmable power supply and the output data (sensormeasurement) is the plasma current Ip. Figure 5

Figure 2. Schematic of theMIMOand the two-loop control design approaches.
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represents an example of the data collected.We can see that during this shot period, the dynamics shows a linear
behavior but with a slight decay of plasma current around t=0.035 s that persists until the end of the shot. This
phenomenon is due to plasma resistance. Ourmodel does not intend to capture this current decrease as it is
assumed linear.

A comparison of the outputs of the optimalmodel to the validation data is shown infigure 6, showing good
agreement in Ip up to the timewhere the plasma resistance effect starts to become noticeable (t=0.035 s). The
model is linear, so for a constant input (Ipg), it predicts a steady plasma current whereas the experiments show a
little decrease towards the end due to the plasma resistance.

2.3. The coupled F and Ipmodel
During themodeling, we started by a SISOmodel for F and Ip, as the purposewas to test and control each
variable independently onMST.Naturally we split the system into two single-input-single-output loops, andwe
use themodels of F and Ip described above and its controllers to operate it. Once these types of controllers work
onMST,we use the fact that these two entities are dynamically coupled to build a coupledMIMOmodel that has
the two primary currents Itg and Ipg as inputs and both F and Ip as outputs.

A comparison of the outputs of the optimalmodel to the validation data is shown infigure 7, showing
good agreement in F and Ip.We can notice that the F prediction of the coupledmodel loses some precision

Figure 3.An experimental data (Shot# 1 170 822 156) showing the relationship between the input (Itg) and the output (F) of our
reversal parametermodel.
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(lowerfitting) compared to its prediction in the individual Fmodel. This is due to the coupling consideration. It
will produce though a better controller design due to the additional dynamics information it encapsulates (if we
compare it to the split system).

3. Control design

Once the identifiedmodels are built, we use them to design LinearQuadratic Gaussian (LQG) controllers. This
type of controllersminimizes a cost function of the form [33–35]

T T T( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ò= + +J x t Qx t u t Ru t x t Q x t dt, 2
T

i i i
0

where x(t) is the internal state of the system at time t, u(t) is the control input, xi(t) is the integral of the tracking
error (between the targeted and actual values). The controller optimizes the use of actuators according to the
weights inQ andR, which are free design parameters, and also ensures reference trackingwith the integral action
tailored by choice of the free design parameters inQi. AKalmanfilter [33–35] is embedded in the resulting
control law, which optimally estimates the unmeasured states x(t) based on themeasurements y(t), taking into
account the process andmeasurement noise levels. An anti-windup scheme is implemented to keep the actuator
requests fromwinding up far beyond their saturation levels by feeding back a signal proportional to an integral
of the unrealized actuation. Figure 8 represents the schematic of this controller design.

The same control designwill be used for bothOne-InputOne-outputmodels that control F using Itg and Ip
using Ipg, and the Two-input Two-outputmodel (MIMO) that controls simultaneously F and Ip using primary
currents Itg and Ipg. The only difference will be the dimension of themodel inputs and outputs which change
froma single variable to a vector variable; the controller dimensions will adapt accordingly.More details about
the control theory and design can be found in [33, 35] butwill be summarized succinctly in this section. As
shown infigure 8, the controller design hasfivemain components:

3.1. Feedforward design F
The purpose here is to force the plasma current Ip and the revesal parameter F to reach a target state xd such that
the sensor output ymatches a reference signalyd. In thefinal implementation, all one should have to prescribe is
yd (e.g., the desired plasma current value Ip and the desired reversal parameter F). The target state xd and the
corresponding input ud are found by solving equations (1) at steady state:

( )
= +
=

Ax Bu
y Cx
0 ,

. 3
d d

d d

Figure 4.Comparison of output (F)predicted by the identifiedmodel to the actual reversal parameter F of the validation data.
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We then solve for xd and ud bywriting (3) inmatrix form

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ( )( ) ( )= =

-x
u

A B
C I

y
F
F

y
0

0 . 4d

d d
x

u
d

1

Once the desired target states ( )x u,d d are established, the controller is designed based on themodel then tested
on theMSTdevice to determine if the controller can track and reach the desired F and Ip values in the vicinity of
the equilibrium.

If themodel of the dynamics has no errors or uncertainties (which is never the case) and is stable, a
feedforward controller is enough to reach the target. Fu and Fx are the feedforward gains corresponding to the
input and state respectively. The total feedforward gainF depends on thematricesA,B,C andK (explained in
the following subsection).

3.2. Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)designK
The feedback control law links the input u to the state x by

( ) ( )= - - = - +u u K x x Kx Fy , 5d d d

whereK is the feedback control gain to be determined from control design and = +F F KFu x is the total
feedforward gain. Therefore, the resulting closed-loop systemof equations (1) can bewritten as

Figure 5.An experimental data (Shot# 1 180 207 047) showing the relationship between the input (Ipg) and the output (Ip) of our
plasma currentmodel.
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( )
( )

 = - +
=

x A BK x BFy

y Cx

,

. 6
d

A standard linear control technique (linear-quadratic regulators) [33, 35] is used in order to determine the
gainsKwhileminimizing a quadratic cost function.

3.3.Observer design
The feedback law(5) requires the knowledge of the full statex. However, in our actual system-identifiedmodel,
we don’t know the state; we don’t even knowwhat the state represents, we onlymeasure the inputs-outputs.
However, wemay reconstruct an estimate of the state from the available sensormeasurements using an observer.
The observer will then reconstruct the state estimate x̂, with dynamics given by

ˆ ˆ ( ˆ) ( ) ˆ ( ) = + + - = - + +x Ax Bu L y Cx A LC x Bu Ly, 7

where thematricesA,B andC are the same as those in themodel(1), and L is amatrix of gains chosen such that
the state estimate converges quickly relative to the system’s dynamics. Using our linearmodel, we design an
optimal observer (Kalman filter) [33, 35] tofindL.

The observer generates an estimate of the state from the physicsmodel as representedby the statematrix,
the inputs andoutputs, andonce combined to the feedback controller, it forms a linear quadraticGaussian
compensator [33, 35].

3.4. Integrator designKI

The goal is to track both the desired plasma current and reversal parameter values (reference tracking). In order
to do that, the steady state error between the output (measured) and the target profile has to beminimized by
using an integrator and introducing a new state variablez that is the integral of the error:

( ) = - = -z y y y Cx. 8d d

The new feedback law can be thenwritten as

( ) ( ) ( )ò= + - + -u u K x x K y y 9d d I d

whereKI be the gain of the integrator.

3.5. Anti-windup designAW
Adrawback of integral control is that if the actuator values are limited to some range as in our case, then the
integrator can accumulate errorwhen the actuator is ‘saturated,’ resulting in poor transient performance, a
phenomenon known as ‘integrator windup’.

We use a standard anti-windup scheme [34, 35] inwhich one feeds back the difference between the desired
value ofu and its actual (possibly saturated) value to eliminate this effect.

Figure 6.A comparisons of output (Ip) predicted by the identifiedmodel to the actual plasma current of the validation data.
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Figure 7.A comparisons of outputs (F (a) and Ip (b)) predicted by the identifiedmodel to the actual reversal parameter and plasma
current of the validation data.

Figure 8.Global schematic of the controller that combine a feedforward (F), a LQR (K ), an observer, an integrator (KI) and an anti-
windup (AW).
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4. Experimental results

4.1.Hardware and software setup
In PPS operation onMST, a real-time Linux host for theMSTControl System (MCS) provides demand
waveforms clocked to a 10 kHz sampling rate via a 16-bit digital-to-analog converter (D-tAcqACQ196). The
analog output voltages are fed to one or both of the two programmable power suppliesBt-PPS andBp-PPS.
These supplies are IGBT-based switching supplies with bipolar outputs and a switching frequency of 10 kHZ
[29, 30]. Each supply is powered by its own capacitor bank. The supplies have small-signal bandwidths of a
fewkHZor less. Each supply uses local feedback to provide an output current proportional to the demand
voltage from the controller. The supplies have current limiting to clamp their outputs at a safe level independent
of the demand voltage. TheBt-PPS drives the primary of a 40:1 transformerwhose secondary is the aluminum
vacuumvessel, generating the toroidal field Bt. TheBt-PPS is capable of an output current up to+/− 25 kA at a
voltage up to+/− 1800V. TheBp-PPS drives the primary of a 20:1 transformerwhose secondary is the plasma,
generating the plasma current Ip. The experiments described here use a prototype version of the BPPPSwhich
has a limited output capability of+/− 4.8 kA at a voltage up to+/− 2700V. Although they are referred to as
programmable power supplies, the supplies themselves are not pre-programmed, but act as voltage-controlled,
current-output amplifiers to produce the current demanded by their input voltages. The simplest control
method uses theMCS to generate a preprogrammed PPS input voltage waveformwhich yields the desired PPS
output current.

Although this is closed-loop control with respect to the supply itself, since it is open-loopwith respect to the
transformer and plasma impedances, we refer to it as ‘open-loop’ (feedforward) control, labeled ‘MSTFFdata’
in the results presented below. By contrast, themore comprehensive ‘closed-loop’ (feedback) control is
implemented (‘MSTCLdata’) to respond in real time to changes resulting from transformer and plasma
impedances. During each clock cycle in such closed-loop experiments,MSTdata is input to theMCS software,
processed, and the real-time demand value output to the PPS digitizers before the next clock cycle.

For example, while in open-loop control, one only approximately controlsBt(a), in closed-loop control, one
is able to control thefield reversal parameter ( )= á ñF B a Bt t after startup. The output current is automatically
adjusted in real time to do so. A demonstration of open-loop control will be superposed to the closed loop
feedback control when the results are shown as away of comparing the two controllers.

The controller shown infigure 8 is implemented as routine running single-threaded on one dedicated core.
Changes to the control algorithm itself appear asmatrix operationswhose coefficients are calculated prior to the
experiment (system identificationmodel and control design) andfixed during the experiment.

4.2. F control results
The F feedback controller is implemented in theMCS and tested onMST. The control time occurs between
t1=0.02 s and t2=0.05 s wherewe choose to track square oscillations. Before time t1 we are in an open loop
mode. At time t1 we activate the controlmode through theMCS and at time t2 we release the system to open loop
again. Figure 9 represents the output response ofMST through Fmeasurements with andwithout feedback
control. As expected, the time-dependent results of the closed loop experiments successfully track the target
during the control period. This tracking is better if compared to the open loop case (dashed line)where steady
state errors appear. It is important to notice that despite the control effect, in both cases, sawtooth crashes are
still occurring throughout the run.

Note that formany operational purposes in theRFP, open-loop, feed-forward control is adequate, since
waveforms can be optimized empirically, shot-to-shot. Often, however, particularly in situationswhere the
plasma response is both important and difficult or inconvenient to predict in advance, closed-loop feedback
control is needed. In the context of F control, although it is possible to tune a pre-programmedBTwaveform
shot-to-shot to approximately achieve the desiredwaveform, as in the black signal infigure 9, shot-to-shot
changes in the time evolution ofBT still affect the ratio F, and better control can be achievedwith feedback on the
real-time signals, as discussed above. The superiority of closed-loop over open-loop control is expected to be
especially important in the cases ofOFCD [6], PPCD [36], and SSRD [10].

4.3. Ip control results
The Ip controller is implemented in theMCS and tested onMST. The control time occurs between t1=0.02 s
and t2=0.06 s.We chose to take a longer control time frame sowe can observe the plasma resistivity effects that
act as a drag in the plasma current value towards the end of the shots. Figure 10 represents the output response of
MST through Ip measurements with andwithout control. The time-dependent results of the closed loop
experiment successfully track the flat target during the control period. This tracking is better if compared to the
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open loop (FF) case (black line)where an important steady state error appears. The plasma resistance addmore
steady state error to both cases towards the end, but the controller does a better tracking despite the drag.

Figure 11 is similar tofigure 10 but for a different target: a square wave.We notice the same observations as
beforewhere there is a little overshoot at the beginning of the control period that dissipates slowly through the
shot until the plasma resistance becomes important enough to start dragging the current down.One can argue
that the controller is not aggressive enough to overcome this drag or not fast enough to get to the target. The
tuning of the LQE control gains is indeed critical in this case butwe have found that increasing the integrator or
the feedback gain toomuch results in disruption of the plasma or introduces oscillations that we dowant to
avoid.We found some trade off values thatwould allow us to get to the target in less than 20ms andminimize
the steady state error. Figure 12 is an examplewherewe emphasized the importance of zero steady state error at
the expense of the system stability. In this example we pushed the controller (integrator) to its limits sowe can
beat the plasma resistivity. The resulted plasma current was extremely oscillatory which cannot be considered a
possible solution of the controller.

Figure 9.Comparison of outputs of F control with andwithout feedback control during a tracking task.

Figure 10.Comparison of outputs of Ipmeasurements with andwithout feedback control during aflat tracking.
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4.4. Coupling control results
For the two inputs twooutputs control results, we studied two independently designed controllers forF and Ip. The
first case is called parallel control in theMCSwherewe connected the two independent controllers designed from
the two independentmodels ofF and Ip in parallel without sharing any knowledge between eachother. The second
case is the coupled control casewhere the controller is designeddirectly from the coupled systemofF and Ip.

Figure 13 shows an example of parallel control results wherewe comparemeasurements of reversal
parameter F and plasma current Ip whenwe track a squarewave using the double closed loops controller and the
feedforward controller between the times t1=0.02 s and t2=0.06 s.We notice that despite the overshoot, we
are able to successfully track thewave in both F and Ip outputs.

Designing the coupledmodel had a goal of improving the controller by giving it access to the coupling
dynamics. Figure 14 shows a different example of coupled control results wherewe comparemeasurements of
reversal parameter F and plasma current Ip whenwe track the same squarewave using the closed loop controller
and the feedforward controller between the same times t1=0.02 s and t2=0.06 s.We can notice a slight

Figure 11.Comparison of outputs of Ip measurements with andwithout feedback control (a) during a squarewave tracking and its
corresponding input (Ipg) (b).

Figure 12.Resulting Ipmeasurements with feedback control during aflat tracking.
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improvement in the F control but also an overshoot elimination in the plasma current Ip control. This feature is
important in our experiments, in that we are presently restricted by an IGBT current limit to 80kA ofmaximum
plasma current.

4.5.Discussion
From the experimental results shown in this paper, good performancewas obtained using either theMIMO
optimal controller or two SISO loop control design. From the perspective of an operator, this is desirable, as we
showed that the two loop structure, with a small number of free parameters that can be adjusted intuitively
between shots, workswell in experiments. However, the optimal design provides amore systematic algorithm
for designing a stabilizing controller. It is well suited for handling systemswith strong cross-coupling, and can be
easily extended to include additional controlled variables and actuators. As scenarios that exhibit stronger
coupling are explored, or as additional actuators and controlled outputs are considered, the tuning of separate
PID loopswill becomemore difficult, while theMIMOcontrol design approachwill still be appropriate.

Asmentioned in section 1, classical, physics-based approaches have been taken for controlling Ip [21] and F
[22] in the RFX-modRFP, using linear controllers with advanced feedforward or PIDs adjusted via pole
placement based on transfer functions derived from simplified physicalmodels of the plasma dynamics.While it
is too early for precise comparisons between that work and our system-identification approach, we can
nonetheless compare themerits of the approaches in amore general context. Physics-basedmodels have the

Figure 13.Comparison of outputs of F and Ipmeasurements with andwithout parallel feedback control during a square wave
tracking.
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advantage of being immediately interpretable as the states of the systemhavemeaningful physical
representations. This desirable propertymakes themanual tuning of parameters easier and can provide insights
into the science. On the other hand, system identification, whilemore opaque, has the benefit of being based on
machine response rather than presumed physicsmodels, and providing some freedomonhow accurately to
capture the dynamics by choosing the size of the state vector. AndmodernMIMOcontrollers offer systematic
ways of designing robust stabilizing controllers with any number of sensors and actuators without necessitating
asmuchmanual tuning.

5. Conclusion

Anovel systemhas been implemented atMST to systematically control F and Ip individually or simultaneously
in RFP plasmas via the two primary current actuators Ipg and Itg. Initial experiments with the closed feedback
control loop showpromising results andmotivate future work of continued testing and design improvements.
In addition,manipulation of Ipg and Itg can be integrated into amore complex control scheme, for example by
including cycle-averaged plasma current or loop voltage as controlled quantities for cases withOFCD.

Figure 14.Comparison of outputs of F and Ipmeasurements with andwithout Coupled feedback control during a squarewave
tracking.
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As part of this work, aflexible framework for performing feedback control design and experimentation on
theMSThas been developed. This frameworkwill aid in the creation of advanced control algorithms by
providingmeans for conducting system identification simulations and high-fidelity tests of proposed algorithms
prior to and during experimental implementation and testing. In the longer term, the same framework could be
extended to include additional actuators andmeasurements onMST, including density control through gas
puffing or loop voltage control based onmagnetic fluctuation amplitudes.

Thesemethodologies are a key element of research toward advanced inductive control of an ohmically
heatedRFP fusion plasma.
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